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A Monte Carlo simulation model is proposed to study the phase transition and the structural
evolution of thermoreversible gels with the coexistence of phase separation and gelation processes.
Our model includes the mobility of all the species and the reversibility of bonds of the clusters
formed due to cross-linking reactions. These features provide a more realistic description of a
polymer–solvent system. We attempt to elucidate the effects of interactions, solvents, polymer
fraction, etc. on the phase behaviors of the thermoreversible gel. Sol-to-gel transition is studied in
detail as a function of temperature, and the related critical exponents are evaluated. Two different
energy parameters are used to describe the gelation and the melting processes. The collective
structure factors are calculated, and their dynamic behaviors are analyzed. The competing effects of
the phase separation and the network formation on the structural evolutions of the gel are discussed.
© 1996 American Institute of Physics. @S0021-9606~96!50226-6#
I. INTRODUCTION
A thermoreversible gel is a three-dimensional network
of polymer chains cross-linked by physical junctions through
various mechanisms. The energy associated with the physi-
cal junctions is of the order of thermal energy kBT so that the
system can readily reach thermal equilibrium. Flory1 classi-
fied the thermoreversible gels as polymer networks formed
through physical aggregations. The junction points consist of
physical bonds. Eldridge and Ferry2 considered junctions as
hydrogen-bonding type associations of polymer chains.
Many studies have shown that the processes by which junc-
tion points are created can be complex. In gelatin gel, junc-
tion points are triple helices. The molecular forces that make
these helices aggregate are generally believed to be second-
ary forces such as hydrogen bonds.3 In the case of the crys-
talline polymer, crystallites or fringed micelles act as junc-
tion points. The gelation of crystalline polymers is more
complex than that of amorphous polymers. Although the
type of associations which results in the gel network is var-
ied with systems, a mechanism of physical cross-linking is a
necessary requirement for the formation of thermoreversible
gels.
The thermoreversible gelation of polymer solutions is
essentially an equilibrium phenomenon. Normally, gelation
occurs with decreasing temperatures, while a gel melts at
elevated temperatures. Thermoreversible gels exhibit a vari-
ety of interesting phases, and may undergo a phase transition
from a sol state to gel state ~gelation! on cooling and a phase
transition from a gel state to a sol state ~gel-melting! on
heating. Many polymer solutions undergo liquid–liquid
phase separation on cooling. It is believed that this results
from a competition between the temperature and the
polymer–polymer and the polymer–solvent interactions such
as hydrogen-bonding and hydrophobic interactions. Figure 1
shows a phase diagram observed in thermoreversible gels.
This diagram displays the general qualitative features of
phase transition for a gelating system in a semidilute solution
with a good solvent and was first studied by de Gennes.3 Tan
et al.4 verified the diagram experimentally for a noncrystal-
lizable polymer, atactic polystyrene ~aPS!. Kawanishi et al.5
gave a general description of the phase behaviors of thermo-
reversible gels.
The behaviors of thermoreversible gelation can be exam-
ined from two points of view: thermodynamic and structural
behaviors. Extensive experiments have been carried out to
investigate the thermal properties of thermoreversible gels by
laser-light scattering and fluorescence spectroscopy. The ef-
fects of polymer weight, concentration, etc. on the gelation
temperature and gel melting temperature have been investi-
gated intensively.6–23 The gel structure created by phase
separation has been observed in many polymer systems.24–37
The dynamic development of phase separation and the final
structure of gels were found to depend strongly on the tem-
perature and the cross-linking rate. The interplay between the
phase separation process and the gelation process leads to
interesting structural morphology in thermoreversible gels.
Several theoretical attempts have been made to describe
the kinetics of the thermoreversible gelation with phase sepa-
ration. Using a lattice theory, a multicriticality model was
introduced by Tanaka et al.38 The model is based on the
Flory–Huggins solution theory and statistics of chain reac-
tion and has the characteristics of a mean-field theory, which
neglects the spatial correlation in a real system, where large
spatial fluctuations in the cross-link density may determine
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the behavior of the gelation process. A model for reversible
gelation based on the correlated percolation was proposed by
Coniglio et al.39 As an extension of this model, two disparate
energy scales were used to describe the phase separation in
the gelation processes.40 The Ginzburg–Landau-type equa-
tion was also used to describe the kinetics of gelation along
with the phase separation.41 These analytical theories have a
problem in mapping the parameters of the models into the
real systems. Because of the complex nature of the thermor-
eversible gelation process, it is difficult to find a simple re-
lation between the factors that affect the structure of gel net-
works experimentally. In this sense, a computer simulation
has the advantage of studying the system under well con-
trolled conditions. Computer simulations based on the Ising-
correlated site-bond percolation model were used to study
the effect of temperature on the gelation.42,43 In these mod-
els, the monomers are distributed in thermoequilibrium at the
temperature T . The probability for two monomers at nearest-
neighbor distance to form a bond depends on two variables:
temperature and concentration. Several computer simulation
models have been proposed to study the phase separation in
gelation processes in a variety of polymer systems.44–46 In
some of these computer simulation models, the mobility of
polymers was not considered, while some models were con-
cerned only with the homogeneous network and neglected
the fluctuation in the cross-link density. The inhomogeneities
of gel networks were observed and studied in the kinetic
gelation model47,48 particularly in an irreversible growth
where the inhomogeneities result from an unequal reactivity
of the system, where bonds are formed by the random mo-
tion of radicals. No temperature was involved.
In this paper, we study the thermal behaviors and the
structural properties of thermoreversible gels using computer
simulations. We attempt to incorporate the main idea of the
thermodynamic theories of thermoreversible gelations. We
consider both the mobility of polymers and the reversibility
of bonds in gelation processes. In our model, the gelation
and phase separation are due to temperature quenching. This
is very close to a real gelling system. We deal with the con-
nectivity of gel networks in this paper. The chemical details
in the formation of junctions are neglected. In the following
Sec. II the method is described in detail for two systems: ~a!
a binary mixture of monomers and solvent, and ~b! a mixture
of polymer chains, solvent, and empty sites. The results and
discussion of these simulations are presented in Sec. III, with
conclusions in Sec. IV.
II. METHODS
We consider a simple cubic lattice of size L3L3L with
a periodic boundary condition. A fraction Cp of the lattice
sites is randomly occupied by monomers ~statistical units! in
system ~a!. Each monomer carries a number ( f ) of reactive
groups ~functionality! capable of forming bonds pairwise.
These units can be pre-bonded to become polymer chains in
system ~b!. In this case, the number of the chain is equal to
Cp3L3/n , where n is the length of the chain. Then a frac-
tion C0 of the lattice sites is occupied by solvent particles.
The fraction 12Cp2C0 of the lattice sites is left empty. A
lattice site cannot be occupied by more than one unit at a
time. A polymer unit can react with the units in other poly-
mers and form a bond ~cross-link! between them, but it can-
not react with any unit of its own chain.
We consider an attraction between non-bonded neigh-
boring polymer units. This attractive potential is expressed
through a reduced energy epp /kBT . Polymer–solvent inter-
actions are repulsive, described by esp /kBT . The solvent–
solvent attractions are described by ess /kBT . We only con-
sider the surface interactions between polymer clusters ~i.e.,
microgel particles! formed by aggregations and the neighbor-
ing monomers and/or solvent particles.
A. Mobility of species
The concentration of the vacancies is usually greater
than 50% in this study. Thus the species in the system can
have central-mass diffusion ~translational diffusion!. Mono-
mers and microgel particles ~a finite cluster resulting from
the reaction! can move one lattice unit to a neighboring va-
cant space in a randomly selected direction ~one of six
simple cubic directions! in one attempt. During the move, all
bonds are preserved and the conformation of the polymer
remains unchanged. The diffusion coefficient Dn for a free
cluster with n monomers is given by Dn;1/n , i.e., the hop-
ping rate of a cluster is inversely proportional to its mass.
The motion of a polymer is implemented by selecting a
unit randomly and performing a simple bond fluctuation or
reptation depending on the location of the node/unit ~i.e.,
interior node or the ends, respectively! in a chain. An interior
monomer of a bonded unit can diffuse in a selected direction
as long as the bond length (lb) is preserved within a certain
limit: 1<lb<A3. An unreacted chain can reptate if the ran-
FIG. 1. A phase diagram observed in thermoreversible gels ~solid-line: ge-
lation curve; dash-line: spinodal curve; dot-line: gel-melting curve!.
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domly selected unit is at one end of the chain, and the se-
lected direction of the move is the same as the bond-pointed
direction. A solvent particle can move to its randomly se-
lected neighboring empty site in the lattice. Further, if a sol-
vent particle is on the way of moving a cluster, then the
solvent particle is moved in the direction of the cluster’s
motion to make room for the incoming cluster—a collision
effect.
The energy associated with monomer/polymer units will
affect the motion of the molecules and thus the formation of
a bond ~cross-link!. The moving probability depends only on
the energy change due to move, via e2JmDE/T, where DE is
the energy difference between the new and the old configu-
rations and Jm is the interaction strength. The acceptance and
rejection of the motion of monomers and microgels is de-
cided by the Metropolis algorithm. In this method the states
generated by each move are highly correlated with the pre-
vious states. The mobility of the monomers and the solvent
particles is controlled by their interaction energy, and thus,
by the thermodynamics through the transition probability
Wm5e2JmDE/T. Since the collision probability of reactive
groups is controlled by the cluster mobility, polymer units or
microgel particles tend to move close to each other and form
bonds at lower temperatures.
B. Reversibility of cross-links
In a thermoreversible gelation, a cross-link ~junction
point! can be formed and destroyed by thermal motions. The
binding energy connecting a pair of the polymer segments is
expected to be of the order of thermal energy. In this model,
a cross-link can be broken due to displacement of a polymer
unit at the cross-link. When a polymer unit at a junction
point attempts to move in a randomly-chosen direction and
the move is accepted energetically, then the cross-link will
be broken up if the bond length is stretched beyond A3. A
possible breakup of a cross-link in a cluster is illustrated in
Figure 2. In addition to this criterion of bond stretching be-
yond A3, we implement a thermodynamic criterion to break
a bond. It is assumed that the stability of physical cross-links
between polymer segments with respect to thermal motion is
primarily determined by the ratio of the energy (JrDE) re-
quired to break the cross-link and the thermal energy kBT ,
i.e., by the transition probability Wr5e2JrDE/T, where Jr is a
measure of the magnitude of the breakup energy related to
the potential between polymers or solvents. Because of an
attractive potential between the polymer units, a unit has to
overcome potential barriers to move away from the neigh-
boring units. To consider the bond strength, we use an addi-
tional probability of thermal reversibility (pr), pr5e2c/kBT,
where c is a constant which is a measure of the physical
bond strength. So the actual transition probability for break-
ing a bond isWr8 5 Wr3pr , whereWr is the thermodynamic
transition probability as in the Metropolis method. In any
case we note that the reversibility will increase as the tem-
perature is elevated.
C. Formation of network
We assume that each unit in the system has equal reac-
tivity. The bond is formed between reactive functional
groups of a unit by a method similar to a chemical controlled
kinetic reaction. A bifunctional monomer can be connected
to its two neighboring monomers at the most by single bonds
and to one neighboring monomer at the most by a double
bond. Similarly, a tetrafunctional monomer can be connected
to its four neighboring monomers at the most by a single
bond, to one monomer at the most by four bonds, or to its
neighboring monomers by various bonding with multiplicity
between one and four.
The system starts with randomly distributed polymer
chains or monomers. To evolve the system, we select each
unit ~bonded or unbonded! randomly and attempt to move it
by a lattice unit distance in a randomly chosen direction.
This move may cause breakup of a cross-link already
formed. We also select a cluster randomly and attempt to
move it with its hopping probability in a randomly chosen
direction. The acceptance of the move is governed energeti-
cally as explained above. After hopping, each unit attempts
to react with one of its randomly selected neighbors. If the
neighboring site is occupied by a unit and both units have at
least one unsaturated bond ~i.e., unreacted functional unit!,
then a bond is formed between the two monomers with a
certain bonding probability pb . An attempt to form a bond
fails with probability (12pb) or if the randomly selected
neighboring site is not occupied by a polymer unit or if either
of the units is saturated. A unit becomes saturated as soon as
it bonds with all of its functional groups. This process of
hopping each particle by one step and attempting to form
bonds is repeated again and again until most of our attempts
to form bonds fail, i.e., when the reaction is nearly complete.
The time unit is measured by the Monte Carlo steps ~MCS!.
The MCS is defined as attempts to move all the monomers
and clusters and to let them react with their nearest neigh-
bors. One MCS can be divided into m intervals, in which
FIG. 2. A example of the breaking of bonds due to the displacement moves
of monomers. ~a! Before the breaking; ~b! after the breaking.
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only 1/m of the total species can be randomly selected to
diffuse and react.
In the course of the kinetic growth, the concentration of
the reacted monomers increases. So does the extent of reac-
tion or the extent of cross-linking p which is defined as the
ratio of the number of cross-links and the maximal possible
number of cross-links. At the sol–gel transition threshold,
pc5p(tc), pc and tc are the critical bond concentration and
critical time, respectively.
D. Model properties
The process of gelation is related to connectivity prop-
erties of the system. When a cluster spans the lattice, the
system undergoes sol-to-gel transition. This geometrical
transition can be studied as a function of time (t), the extent
of reaction @fraction of bonds (p)#, and the temperature
(T). A thermal transition is induced when temperature is
varied. We choose the gel fraction as the order parameter of
the system, which is defined as
G5
fG
fS1fG
5^uGu&5
nG
N , ~1!
where fG and fS are the fractions of the two components in
the system: gel cluster and finite clusters in sol, i.e.,
fG5nG /(nS1nG) and fS5nS /(nS1nG), where nG and
nS are the number of monomers in gel and sol, respectively,
and nG1nS5N is the total number of polymer units. Since
the network is flexible via bond fluctuation and is in constant
thermal motion, aggregations of polymer are constantly
forming and disintegrating. In the critical regime ~around the
critical temperature!, the average total number of bonds may
not change, while nG fluctuates since the bonds participating
in the gel network are in equilibrium. After the relaxation
time tt , a balance will be established between the bonding
and break-up processes, leading to an equilibrium state in
which the order parameter is independent of time (t@tt).
Besides the order parameter G , we also keep track of the
following quantities: ~1! Mean gel size ~Weight-average de-
gree polymerization! MW which is the ratio of the second
moment to the first moment of the mass distribution, i.e.,
MW5
(snss
2
(snss
; ~2!
where ns is the number of clusters containing s monomers.
~2! Correlation length (j) ~or z-average of the radius!, which
is the measure of the spatial extension of the connectivity, is
given by
j25
(s2nsRs
2
(s2ns
, ~3!
where Rs is the radius of gyration defined as
Rs
25
1
s K (i51
s
~ri2r0!
2L , ~4!
with r05( i51
s ri /s and ri denotes the position of the ith con-
nected site.
The structure factors are widely used to investigate the
structural development of polymer solutions and gel net-
works. The structure factor of an L3 lattice is the Fourier
transformation of the spatial correlation function which mea-
sures the difference between the local concentrations of two
components in the system: polymer(fp) and solvent
(fs)49–52
S~qW ,t !5
1
L3K H(
rW
eiq
W rW@~fp2fs!2,fp2fs.#J 2L ,
~5!
where rW runs over all lattice sites and
qW 5S 2pL DmW 5 2pL ~ux ,uy ,uz!,ux ,uy ,uz50L .
A local concentration variable fp
j is equal to 1 if the lattice
site j is occupied by a polymer unit and otherwise zero, and
fs
j is equal to 1 if it is taken by a solvent particle and oth-
erwise zero. In order to investigate the time evolution of the
structure, we compute the collective structure factor of the
system, which is the spherical average of S(qW ,t) in a spheri-
cal shell of radius q with 1 lattice unit.
S~q ,t !5(
q
S~qW ,t !/(
q
1, ~6!
for q5
2p
L n . The sum (q goes over all values of q
W such that
2p
L n<uq
W u,
2p
L ~n11 !. ~7!
We use n 5 1,2,.. . , 10 in our calculations. We are also in-
terested in the structure factor S1(q ,t) for the solvent which
may describe a possible solvent–vacancy phase separation
S1~qW ,t !5
1
L3K H(
rW
eiq
W rW@fs2,fs.#J 2L . ~8!
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Thermal transitions in a monomer–solvent mixture
In this section, we shall investigate the critical properties
of thermoreversible gels in a binary mixture of monomers
and solvents. We consider two kinds of monomers, one with
functionality f52 and another with f54. A fraction C2 of
the lattice sites is randomly occupied by bifunctional mono-
mers and a fraction C4 , by tetrafunctional units, leaving the
remaining fraction 12C22C4 of lattice sites empty. The
empty sites can be considered to be occupied by solvents.
We shall choose the fraction of the two monomers, C250.1
and C450.3 throughout this section. Polymer–solvent inter-
actions are not explicitly included here. We choose the en-
ergy parameter Jm510, which will affect the mobility of the
components in the system, and the breakup energy parameter
Jr510. The bonding probability (pb) is set to be 0.8.
We know that most thermoreversible gelations occur on
the cooling the system, i.e., on reducing the temperature. To
investigate this gelation process, we start with the infinite
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temperature ~i.e., with the polymer units distributed ran-
domly in the lattice! where no cluster has been formed ~in
the sol phase!. Then we let the system evolve at a certain
temperature T with the two energy parameters: Jr and Jm .
After a relaxation time, the system will equilibrate. Then we
propagate the system by 20 MCS, during which the statisti-
cal averages of the physical quantities were determined. Re-
peating this procedure at various temperatures, we obtain the
relation between the physical properties of the system and
temperatures.
In order to test the finite size effect, we perform simula-
tions on lattices of various sizes. Figure 3 shows the varia-
tions of gel fraction vs temperature with various lattice sizes.
The order parameter G would be zero for all temperatures
T.Tc . The gel fraction G has a power law with a critical
exponent b near the gelation threshold
G;~12T/Tc!b. ~9!
We observe a finite size effect on the critical temperature.
The variations of the mean gel size with various lattice sizes
are shown in Fig. 4. This quantity diverges at Tc with a
critical exponent g
MW;~12Tc /T !2g. ~10!
The divergence of the correlation length at Tc is described by
an exponent n ,
j;~12Tc /T !2n. ~11!
It is generally believed that phase transitions have certain
universal properties such that the critical exponents are inde-
pendent of the microscopic details of the systems42 in the
critical region. We have attempted to estimate the critical
exponents using the finite-size scaling analysis method.53,54
The gel fraction G and mean gel size MW can be expressed
in terms of scaling function G˜ and M˜ W
GLb/n5G˜ @~12T/Tc!L1/n# , ~12!
MWLg/n5M˜ W@~12Tc /T !L1/n# , ~13!
when T!Tc and L!` . Figures 5 and 6 are the finite-size
scaling plot of G and MW , which shows that the family of
curves for G and MW collapse on corresponding curves for
functions G˜ and M˜ W with the choice of Tc523, b50.58,
g51.42 and n50.73. These values are close to those in the
percolation model.
The gelation temperature depends upon the concentra-
tion of the polymer units in the system. The effects of con-
centration of monomers on the phase transitions are shown in
Fig. 7 which plots the gel fraction vs temperature for con-
centrations of monomers C50.3, 0.4, and 0.45
(C2 :C451:3 and C21C45C). It follows from the data that
the gelation temperature increases as the concentration of
monomers increases. The gelation temperature versus the
monomer concentration is shown in the phase diagram ~see
Fig. 8!.
FIG. 3. Gel volume fraction ~G! vs temperature ~T! on the lattice of various
sizes: 253,303,353,403 with Jm510,Jr510.
FIG. 4. Mean gel size (MW) vs temperature ~T! on the lattice of various
sizes: 253,303,353,403 with Jm510,Jr510.
FIG. 5. Log-log plot of GLb/n vs u12T/TcuL1/n with Jm510,Jr510. As-
suming that b50.58,n50.73.
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The gel melting process can be thought of as the reverse
of the gelation process. Ferry and Eldridge2 expressed the
relationship between the concentration C and the gelation ~or
melting! temperature Tg by
ln C5DHg /RTg1 const, ~14!
where R is the universal gas constant and DHg is the en-
thalpy of forming ~or melting! the gel networks. This relation
implies that the plot of ln C vs 1/Tg has the slope DHg .
Figure 9 shows the plot of ln C vs. 1/Tg of the system de-
scribed above.
In some systems, sol-to-gel and gel-to-sol transition tem-
peratures are identical to each other, which implies that gel-
formation and gel-melting are equilibrium processes.4 In the
system with crystalline junction points or helix junction
points, the formation of gels is in two steps: fast conforma-
tional change is followed by slow intermolecular
association.15,19 Gel-formation and gel-melting are non-
equilibrium processes in those gels, which means that the
two temperatures are different. We can perform simulation
with two levels of breakup energy, Jr0 and Jr1 . We prepare
a gel by starting from a mixture of unreacted monomers and
let the polymerization proceed with a breakup energy param-
eter Jr0 at a temperature (T0), which is below the gel-
melting temperature. After the gel is formed, we quench the
system to a finite temperature T1 with a different breakup
energy parameter Jr1 . The system will reach an equilibrium.
If T1 is above the gelation temperature, the gel network
formed would melt due to thermal motions. Intuitively we
know that if Jr05Jr1 , the system will have the same gela-
tion temperature as the gel-melting temperature. Figure 10
shows the variations of the gel fraction versus the tempera-
ture with various breakup energy parameters Jr1 . The differ-
ence in the gelation temperature and the melting temperature
is evident. We can see that if Jr1.Jr0 , the melting tempera-
ture is greater than the gelation temperature.
FIG. 6. Log-log plot of MWL2g/n vs u12Tc /TuL1/n with Jm510,Jr510.
Assuming that g51.42,n50.73.
FIG. 7. Gel volume fraction vs temperature for various concentrations of
monomers C5 0.3, 0.4, 0.45, C2 :C451:3 with Jm510,Jr510.
FIG. 8. Plot of gelation temperature (Tgel) vs concentration of monomers
C5 0.3, 0.4, 0.45, C2 :C451:3 with Jm510,Jr510.
FIG. 9. Plot of ln C vs 1/Tgel with C2 :C451:3 and Jm510,Jr510.
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B. Structural properties of a polymer-solvent mixture
The thermodynamic properties of thermoreversible gels
depend on the development of the gel structure in the gela-
tion processes. In a gelation process, the system is cooled
from a higher temperature, where the system is in a spatially
homogeneous state. After a thermodynamically unstable
state, the final equilibrium state is reached and a network is
formed. During this process, the phase separation may also
occur due to favorable interactions between the components
of the system. The competition between phase separation and
gelling process may lead to spatial inhomogeneity in the
growth of a gel network. In this section we will study the
kinetics of thermodynamically driven phase separation and
connectivity-driven gelation process in a mixture of polymer,
solvent, and empty sites.
We consider a lattice of size 40340340 with a periodic
boundary. The fraction C4 of polymer units with a function-
ality f54 is 0.3 and the length n of the primary chains is 4
throughout this section. First we distribute these pre-bonded
chains in the system by selecting C43L3/n ~the number of
chains! lattice sites randomly from which the chains grow
simultaneously ~by random addition of monomers! until each
chain grows 4 bonds. Then the fraction C0 of the solvent
particles is distributed in the lattice. The fraction of
12C42C0 of lattice sites is empty. We investigate the ef-
fect of phase separation on the gelation process and final
structures of gel networks with various bonding probabilities
at various temperatures. The results for structure factors have
been analyzed in order to study the kinetics of the phase
separation and the gelation processes.
1. Effects of cross-linking rate
Without the gelation, the system in the one-phase region
is thermodynamically stable. When a system of polymers
and solvents is quenched from a thermodynamically stable
state at a high temperature to a state at a lower temperature,
it may evolve through relaxation patterns and may separate
into two coexisting phases ~polymer-rich and polymer-poor!.
This quenching process is similar to that in the gelation pro-
cess discussed in the previous section. The cross-linking rate
plays an important role in the gelation process with the co-
existence of phase separation. Cross-linking may arrest the
phase separation process.
In this simulation, we first quench the system from the
infinite temperature, where the system is homogeneous in the
sol phase, to a chosen temperature ~i.e., T510.0). The
growth of microdomains, which are created by phase sepa-
ration, is studied by monitoring the changes in the scattering
pattern. Figure 11 shows the variation of the structure factor
S(q ,t) as a function of q85Lq/2p with various bonding
probabilities at different times ~MC steps!. We can see the
effect of the bonding probability on the growth of micro-
domains from these figures. We know that the growth in the
scattered intensity indicates a domain-forming process ~the
contrast between polymers and solvent!. The microphase
structures are expected for sufficiently small bonding prob-
abilities (pb) which allow particles and small clusters to dif-
fuse with higher probability. This is indeed demonstrated in
Figures 11~a! and 11~b!. The cross-linking rate has a strong
effect on the mobility of components in the system. As the
polymerization proceeds, clusters grow and diffuse more
slowly. In the case of a higher bonding probability, the rate
of growth is fast and the phase separation process slows
down. This leads to pinning of the structure factor at the
early stage @see Figure 11~c!#. We also observed that the
position of the peak in the plot with a higher cross-linking
rate moves towards larger q . This means that the interdo-
main spacings are different with different cross-linking rates.
To see the order of the microphase separation, we com-
pare these data with the structure factors S1(q ,t) which are
sensitive to a possible solvent–vacancy phase separation. As
the aggregation proceeds, the intensity grows, and the peak
shifts towards smaller q @Fig. 12~b!#. This is the typical pat-
tern of a phase separation. We also evaluate the average
contact number between polymer units and solvent particles,
nsp , i.e., the average number of the solvent particles adjacent
to the polymer units in a configuration. This average can
represent the degree of phase separation in the system. The
larger this number, the bigger the microphase separated do-
main will be. Figure 13 shows the variation of nsp with time
t . We see that, on increasing the bonding probability, the
contact number nsp increases, i.e., the phase separation is
suppressed due to cross-linking in the gelation processes.
Thus, the rate of polymerizations and the rate of phase sepa-
ration play a role in determining the structures of the gel
networks.
2. Temperature dependence
It is expected that the resulting morphology of the gel
depends on the temperature. For a system exhibiting USCT
~Upper Solution Critical Temperature! behaviors, the chains
are randomly dispersed in solution at a high temperature,
where the thermal energy dominates over the interaction en-
ergy. As the temperature is reduced, the attractive intermo-
lecular forces start to dominate, and the phase separation
FIG. 10. Gel volume fraction vs temperature for various breakup energy
parameter Jr1 on the lattice 303 with C250.1,C450.3, Jm510 and
Jr0510.
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may occur. In this section we will study the effect of tem-
perature on the development of microdomains due to mi-
crophase separation in the gelation process. We choose two
typical temperatures, T520.0 and T530.0, as the quenching
temperatures and compare the profiles of the structure factor.
Figures 14 and 15 are the plots of structure factor S(q ,t) as
a function of q85qL/2p at quench temperatures T520.0
and T51.0, respectively. For the system at high temperature
FIG. 11. The structure factors S(q ,t) plotted vs q85qL/2p at various time
~MC steps! for various crosslinking rate ~bonding probability!. ~a!
pb50.0; ~b! pb50.03; ~c! pb50.1 after quenched from infinite temperature
to T510.0.
FIG. 12. The structure factors S1(q ,t) for the solvent density fluctuation
plotted vs q at various time after the quench for various crosslinking rate.
Parameters are the same as those in Figure 10.
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(T520.0) ~Figure 14!, the phase separation effect is en-
hanced even though the association is not as strong at the
lower temperature as at the higher temperature. This is be-
cause the bonds are formed and broken many times due to
higher reversibility as polymer units and solvent particles are
more mobile. So the rate of phase separation is faster than
that of gelation and the scattering intensity is greater than
that in the case of T51.0, where the rate of growth is com-
parable and leads the pinning of the structure of the network.
The position of peaks seems to shift to a small angle when
the rate of the growth is low @see Figure 14~b!#. Notice that
the profile of the structure factor in Figure 14 is broader in
the regime of smaller angles compared with that in Figure
15. This suggests the disappearance of smaller domains and
the gradual formation of bigger domains in later times.
From Figure 15 we note that the small angle part of the
scattering intensity increases quite slowly. This means that
an increase in the correlation length occurs because of the
increased dominance of the interactions between polymer
units at a lower temperature. The position of the peak in
S(q ,t) does not seem to shift @Fig. 15~b!#. In the case of
phase separation without gelation, as the domain grows, the
scattering peak shifts to a lower angle and its intensity in-
creases. But in many experiments, the intensity increases
with time, while the peak remains stationary. This invariance
of peak position can be a consequence of the impingement
effect due to chemical reaction31 or the growth of some
structures after the onset of gelation due to the lower revers-
ibility of clusters and the larger extent of the network
formation.28 In a real system, the domain may be smaller and
ramified due to aggregations.
The effect of the temperature on the final morphology of
gel networks can be seen clearly in Figs. 16~a! and 16~b!,
which are the plots of structure factor S(q ,t) as a function of
q85qL/2p at t 5 80 MCS at various temperatures. The
phase-separation process separates into two distinct parts. In
part I @Fig. 16~a!#, the intensity of the scattering increases as
the temperature increases. In this regime, the reversibility of
clusters is small. The rate of phase separation depends on the
competition between the unfavorable interactions and the
cross-linking reaction. At lower temperatures, the attractive
interaction between the polymer units dominates. So, the rate
of growth is faster in comparison with the phase-separation.
The structure factor ceases to evolve at the early stage as the
pinning of the structure by the cross-link reaction occurs.
While at higher temperatures, the rate of the growth and the
rate of phase-separation are comparable due to the weaker
associations between polymer units. Therefore, the pinning
FIG. 13. Semi-log plot of number nsp(t) of contacts between polymer unit
and solvent particles per particle vs time for various bonding probabilities
with the quench temperature T510.0.
FIG. 14. The structure factors S(q ,t) plotted vs q85qL/2p at various time
~MC steps! for various crosslinking rate ~bonding probability!. ~a!
pb50.0; ~b! pb50.03; ~c! pb50.1 after quenched from the infinite tempera-
ture to T520.0.
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time is longer. The phase-separation at this regime has been
studied by Feke et al.24 The structure of gel networks seems
to develop from the co-continuous structure to fragmented
structure as the quenching temperature changes.
In part II @Figure 16~b!#, on the other hand, the revers-
ibility dominates, which affects the phase-separation process.
Notice that the gelation temperature is 22.0 for this system.
In this part, no gel network is formed. We observe that the
scattering intensity decreases at elevated temperatures. This
is due to increased mobility of the polymer units and higher
probability of breaking the clusters. The phase separation is
suppressed and the system becomes more and more homo-
geneous as the temperature increases. We observed that the
peak position of the structure factor shifts at different tem-
peratures. This indicates that the structure of the system may
be different even if the intensities have the same value at
different temperatures. At the higher temperature regime, the
position of the peaks moves towards smaller angles, i.e., the
spread of the interdomain space is smaller because small
clusters and chains diffuse between the domains without re-
action due to the weaker interactions between the polymer
units.
Since the process of gelation has an influence on the
phase separation, it is impossible to get a ‘‘true’’ equilibrium
FIG. 15. The structure factors S(q ,t) plotted vs q85qL/2p at various time
~MC steps! for various crosslinking rate ~bonding probability!. ~a!
pb50.0; ~b! pb50.03; ~c! pb50.1 after quenched from the infinite tempera-
ture to T51.0.
FIG. 16. The structure factors S(q ,t) plotted vs q85qL/2p at time t580
~MC steps! for various quench temperatures ~a! T51.0,5.0,10.0, and 20.0;
~b! T530.0,40.0,50.0, and 80.0.
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phase diagram from the experiments, i.e., we cannot deter-
mine the spinodal curve in a phase diagram from the struc-
ture factor S(q ,t) due to the coexistence of the gelation and
phase separation. But it is expected that the degree of inho-
mogeneities would be enhanced near the spinodal curve in
the phase diagram.35 Therefore, one may obtain this tempera-
ture with larger lattices and finer temperature parameters.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A computer simulation model is developed to study the
sol–gel transition in thermoreversible gels. In this model
each particle ~monomer, polymer, or microgel! is mobile.
The clusters ~microgel and gel! may also expand or contract
due to bond fluctuation. The movement is correlated via en-
ergy parameters. Another feature of this model is the revers-
ibility of the cluster, i.e., they can be formed and broken up
due to their thermal motion. To relate the connectivity prop-
erty of the gel network with the change in temperatures, we
have used a simple bond fluctuation and breakup method in
which cross-links can be broken due to the motion of poly-
mer units. It provides a realistic description of the correlation
between the chemical and the physical processes during sol-
to-gel transition in polymeric systems.
We have studied the thermal transitions and structural
properties of thermoreversible gels. The sol–gel transition of
the thermoreversible gel is studied as a function of tempera-
ture. The critical exponents of the model seem to be the same
as those in the percolation model. We have also studied the
evolution of phase separation and gelation with various
cross-linking rates and various quenching temperatures.
From the analysis of data of static structure factors, we find
that the final morphology of the macroscopic gel structure
can be determined and that the domains of various shapes
and sizes may emerge due to interplay between gelation and
phase separation processes. The qualitative features of these
structure factors are in agreement with the scattering
experiments.
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